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Human in 2040
our near future
implanted digital memory
record pictures, movies, music
and retrieve documents

hearing with electronic control
switch on/off, control volume
and filter at will

21st century is completely different than the past as humans are
massively connected with each other, and can communicate and
collaborate at incredible speed. It is triggering the development
of technology at such a pace that the world is going to be a

jet pack
redy to fly
anytime

camera enhanced vision
zoom in and out, magnify,
take pictures and movies at will

completely different place by the time the school going
kids of today grow up. So they will have to face the world full
of new challenges, for which they are going to need different
kind of knowledge and skill sets than we deem necessary today.

wireless connection
you are online
anytime, anywhere

Recall that it is not just the film based analog camera that has
electronic identification tag
your permanent ID and
personal record

disappeared, digital floppy disks that have reincarnated so many
times have already disappeared too. Similarly, paper based
book, driving a car, queuing in front of the doctor’s clinic
for a health checkup, and even using a desktop computers
are soon going to be the thing of the past. So much so,
we are going to enhance our own selves with technology too.

other electronic sensors
health monitoring,
energy calculator

Human in 2040

exoskeleton
motorized physical power

DIGITAL ENHANCEMENTS
that humans are going to have
will eventually TRANSFORM them
into R O B O T S

Today, we put our credit card and mobile phone in the pocket,
but do not consider these as the extended parts of our own self yet.
But what about shoes, clothes and specs? Just that way,
technology is going to become the extended part of our personal
self in the near future – probably in our own life time if we
happen to live longer.
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